
There are many other factors we could have introduced to further refine the search including demographics, proximity to art
venues, other resturants of similar flavor. THese things are good to consider too but we would need more specific information on

the resturant owners plans in order to investigate further. On the whole this gives us a clear outline of which areas are most
accessable by both private (car) and public (Train/bus) transport systems. 

 
Also a cultural consideration to look at is that native people to this area use bike and canals for tranport on a regualr basis and

positioning a cafe by a popular bike route could be equally so or even more benificial than making determinations based on
automobile acccesibility. 

 
In turn if the goal of the business was to have year round traffic and popularity it would be essential to consider both local and

tourist traffic patterns. According to https://www.frommers.com/ ""In season" in Amsterdam means mid-April to mid-October. The
tourist season peaks in July and August, when the weather's at its finest. Climate, however, is never really extreme at any time of

year; if you favor off-season travel, you'll find the city every bit as attractive during these months." That is a total of 6 months of the
year that is technically tourist season. 

 
For the other 6 months of the year a business wants to thrive as well.This might even lend itself to a mixed fusion restruant concept

that changes with the seasons. Similar to the iconic https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g60878-d433194-Reviews-
Coastal_Kitchen-Seattle_Washington.html in Seattle and so many inovative food spots. 

Amsterdam is one of the most multicultural citys that I know of and
according to According to wiki
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amsterdam) Amsterdam is "The Dutch
capital is considered one of the most multicultural cities in the
world, with at least 177 nationalities represented." it is also a huge
tourist destination and boasted that "In the early years of the 21st
century, the Amsterdam city centre has attracted large numbers of
tourists: between 2012 and 2015, the annual number of visitors
rose from 10 to 17 million." This city has always had a huge draw for
me for its ties to being an artistic world center and this short study
will be using geo location and stat data to determine what location
in Amsterdam would be the best spot to open a resturant.

 

Before looking at things like theme, style and menu the essentials that can determine weather a business is doomed to fail or ready to succeed are as follows
and this wisdom comes from an internal real estate source is firstly location, location, location. (https://bit.ly/2KXWrfo) Supplemental info from
Gormetmarketing.net. Location consideration comes with the idea of assuring a certain amount of traffic and when we start talking about traffic it is also
important to consider parking considerations. Weather the parking is provided on a civic level such as public parking garages etc, parking is an important
consideration. In addition to being visible in the physical sense online visibility, review sites and social opinion are important to consider.

Stats about netherlands in general and including Ampsterdam from https://opendata.cbs.nl/#/CBS/en/, more specifically https://bit.ly/3osVsRY. Foursquare
API location data that contains lat and longitude as well as other info.

To solve this problem I will need to scrape or otherswise find the names, locations of neighborhoods in Amsterdam along with carparks and public
transportation hubs. Foursquare location data can show us proximities and help us narrow our search to a accomidating area in which to start a thriving
resturant business in Amsterdam..

THE BEST HOOD IN

AMSTERDAM FOR OPENING 

A RESTURANT?

BG-terrein e.o is otherwise called Centrum which is the center of a train station area essentially. It is the most accessible for both
parking and public transport. This analysis gives us a somewhat commonsense result and that is that the transportation hubs like a

huge train station will have the best transportation and accessibility routes. However it might not have the best environment for a sit
down restaurant. Hence we may be inclined to find an area that is more suitable with the same or relatively same traffic.

So we could in turn pick the second best location as indicated by the large quantity of parking and transport locations know as the
NES. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nes_(Amsterdam). 

The Neighborhoods

Link to Github Workbook

https://github.com/QRho/IBMCapstoneProject.git

